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Professional profile and career track. Proven research and analytics leader with a track record of delivering 

insights that drive company-level strategy and deliver measurable impact for the business, users and partners, 

and for internal productivity. Experienced in building, scaling, and leading high-performing global teams of data 

scientists, qualitative and quantitative researchers. Experienced in coaching and developing managers and 

individual contributors. Fluent in partnering with senior leaders across organisational units and functions, and 

in collaborating with insights teams across the business to drive outcomes. Passionate about uplevelling or-

ganisational rigour and efficiency. Subject matter expert in ad tech and productivity tools for enterprise custom-

ers, and champion of UX metrics and user-centred product development. 

Head of Research for Infrastructure at Meta, Menlo Park, CA (since 03/2022) 

▪ Leading all research for Meta’s global tech infrastructure and developer experiences, from writing code to 

running data centres and data analytics. Supporting multiple managers in US and EMEA (total team size: 

50). Transformed the team into a sought-after strategic partner in making infrastructure customer-centric. 

▪ Took over and turned around the company-wide engineering survey from having lost confidence among 

leaders into a trusted source of insights used in multiple VP and C-suite reviews to drive investment priori-

ties for infrastructure. Identified systemic impediments to developer productivity and their root causes. 

▪ Coached and created growth opportunities for senior researchers and managers in creating an internal cus-

tomer segmentation to help the business prioritise infrastructure investments. 

▪ Leading the company-wide onboarding programme for new research managers at Meta, with proven wins 

for manager preparedness, connectedness, and understanding of expectations. 

Senior Research Manager and Area Lead at Meta, Menlo Park, CA (01/2020 – 03/2022) 

▪ Partnered with Product Management, Engineering, and Design to establish a new Privacy Employee Experi-

ences unit from zero to hero to build tooling for all Meta employees to be compliant without inefficiencies. 

Day-to-day area leadership incl. half-year planning, strategic prioritisation / reorg, and business reviews. 

▪ Led research for Meta’s company-wide internal privacy tooling. Established rigorous sentiment tracking and 

identified previously unknown dissatisfaction drivers. Insights regularly presented to CPO and CEO.  

▪ Directed foundational and applied product insights that led to key improvements in efficiency and quality out-

comes. Changed product development from feature-first to user-first.  

Staff Research Manager at Google, Mountain View, CA (05/2018 – 01/2020) 

▪ Quantitative research manager for all Google advertising products (incl. Google Ads [Search, Display, and 

Video ads], Google Marketing Platform, totalling $100b+ annual revenue) driving product excellence, user 

engagement, and revenue through user insights and analytics. Total team size: 20 across US and EMEA. 

▪ Delivered research for $150m+ incremental revenue for Search and Display Ads through growth research. 

▪ Established new measurement programme for enterprise product experiences, adopted across Google. 

Spearheaded research for ease of use, identified new opportunities with proven simplification wins. 

▪ Established first quantitative rapid research programme at Google, reducing time-to-insight from weeks to 

days. Build standardised data infrastructure and reporting capabilities to enable fast analytics and data-

driven decisions. Repositioned the team as an innovation partner. 

▪ Drove UX talent development programme to be rolled out across Google to upskill UX for organisational fu-

ture-readiness (with HR). Defining capabilities to assess skill gaps, develop existing and hire missing talent. 

▪ Co-steered the quantitative research discipline at Google to advance craft and community, and redefine the 

hiring process. Steered company-wide community initiatives incl. the global Research All Hands.  
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Senior UX Researcher and Manager at Google, Mountain View, CA (07/2016 – 04/2018) 

▪ Led team of quantitative researchers on AdWords and DoubleClick across 3 locations. 

▪ Grew team 3x to provide strategic and execution guidance up to VP level in Product Management, Engi-

neering, Sales, and Design, including: revenue growth, product excellence, and multiple product launches. 

▪ Led the quant research support for the AdWords frontend relaunch (5-year project overall). Delivered anal-

yses and partnered with SMB Sales to determine eligibility in migrating all AdWords customers onto the new 

frontend. Established a self-serve customer readiness score for the months-long phased rollout. 

▪ Implemented principled research planning and prioritisation, increased operational excellence. 

Quantitative User Experience Researcher at Google, Mountain View, CA (01/2015 – 07/2016) 

▪ Worked with senior PM, Engineering, Sales, and fellow researchers to understand advertisers’ usage of Ad-

Words for Google Display Network, and to improve product experience through data. 

Postdoctoral Researcher at Microsoft Research, Cambridge, UK (10/2012 – 10/2014) 

▪ Advanced state of the art in privacy research. Provided business intelligence to engineering, legal, marketing. 

▪ Privacy lead for Microsoft Research Cambridge (since 10/2013): worked with Legal, IT, and central privacy 

management to conduct formal privacy reviews for releases. Provided guidance on research, privacy advice to 

100+ researchers, training, and outreach (Data Privacy Day). 

▪ Partnered with corporate Trustworthy Computing, Legal, and Marketing to pioneer effectiveness measures 

for proactive privacy messaging in UK tele-sales. 

▪ Worked with EU policy team in Brussels to scope next phase of Microsoft Cloud Computing Research Cen-

tre. Set up new director-level collaboration between Microsoft Research and Xbox Marketing. 

Education 

Ph.D. in Computer Science, University of Cambridge, UK (10/2008 – 09/2012) 

▪ Dissertation: “Privacy choices online: preferences, incentives and enforcement” 

(at the intersection of Computer Science and Behavioural Economics) 

▪ Scholarships by: German National Academic Foundation (Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes); University 

of Cambridge Computer Laboratory, Wheeler Memorial Bursary; Cambridge European Trust 

Diploma in Industrial Engineering (Dipl.-Ing.), Technical University Berlin, Germany (10/2001 – 09/2008) 

▪ A* with distinction / 1.1; the best of 220 graduates in the academic year 

Academic profile. Privacy scholar with more than a decade of experience. Multiple invited talks, including 

NIST (US Department of Commerce), the IWGDPT (International working group of data protection enforce-

ment authorities) and ENISA (European Commission). Reviewer for National Science Foundation and Euro-

pean Commission. Track record in empirical methods to quantify the competitive advantage of privacy. 

▪ Understanding consumers’ privacy choices through behavioural economics. Advancing research methods in 

large-scale experiments, and planet-scale telemetry analyses. 

▪ Describing supply and demand-side privacy choices in top Web activities (search, shopping, social) to 

measure the value of privacy, and how businesses compete on privacy. 

▪ Advancing measurement techniques for privacy concerns and statistically describe their diversity, temporal 

evolution and variation across countries. 

▪ 2800+ citations on Google Scholar. H-index: 24. 


